1. What problem with education does Ken Robinson point out at the very beginning of *Changing Education Paradigms*?

2. Robinson says our current system of education was designed for a different age. What is talking about?

3. What has been the long-term consequence of the enlightenment view of the mind and the way it has been implemented in schools?

4. What does Robinson claim is our modern, fictitious epidemic? What does he say is the real problem?
5. Robinson says our education system is modeled on the interests of industrialization and in the image of it. What does he mean and what are the examples of this that he gives?

6. What is one thing Robinson means when he says we need to “change the paradigm” of education?

7. Robinson mentions a study on “divergent thinking.” What did the study demonstrate? What are the implications of this study?

8. At the very end of the video what are the three things Ken Robinson says we need to do to change our education paradigm?